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Stray cat roundup gets under way
efforts, who wishes to remain anonymous, said the
cats may still be too wary of the newly-introduced
traps to go near them yet. He also said he has no plans
UCF and Campus Action for Animals (CAA) began to change the pick-up procedure and is confident the
efforts to catch and remove UC F's roaming cat popu- UCF strays will eventually be picked up in the traps.
lation Monday.
Members of CAA have been getting ready to deal
Baited traps set in the outlying wooded areas of with the rounded-up strays after they are turned over
campus were to be collected Tuesday morning and to the group from the university.
Heather Hardin, president of the student group,
taken by the CAA group to local veterinarians and
said Sheelah Ryan, the $55 million Lotto jackpot
the Orlando Humane Society.
When the traps were checked on Tuesday, how- winner who donated $1000 to the CAA, has greatly
ever, no cats had been captured.
helped the round-up effort.
"The animals need money for food and vet care;
The graduate student in charge of the pick-up
by Beth Anne Jones

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

and they need good homes," Hardin said.
Hardin also said she has located homes for 1Ocats
and 40 kittens, as well a Bushnell chicken ranch that
plans to take 100 more of the felines to control its mice
population.
The CAA group expects to collect about 350 c?ts
and kittens in upcoming weeks. Treatment for each
cat is expected to cost $40, with the costs for kittens
being much less. Hardin said the group will need
$4000 or more to cover the care costs.
John Citrone, vice president of CAA, stressed the
SEE CATS PAGE 4

Condoms sales low
by Andre Marrou
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After two and a half months
of availability to students and
faculty alike, condom sales in
the Wild Pizza's bathrooms
have totaled $7.50.
Despite the low number of
sales, the man who first requested a condom machine on
campus is not disappointed.
"If we had the opportunity
to help one person in the prevention of getting a STD (sex-

ual transmitted disease) or an
unwanted pregnancy, then its
purpose has been served," said
Vic Collazo, assistant director
of the student center and in
charge of entertainment at the
Wild Pizza.
"Ideally, more money from
sales will help in the AIDS
fund, although it wasn't the
· original purpose," he added.
The AIDS fund was set up
by the College of Health. ProSEE CONDOMS PAGE 4

llm HoloonO'CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

KNIGHT-ROCK FEST
The members of local rock band Big Bang Theory (from left) Matt Eggleston, Tom Coyle, Bob Heina
and drum·mer Bill Morrissey perform during a WUCF fundraiser Sunday in the SCA.

·..

Schmidt chooses Laing for chief
by Eric Dentel
NEWS EDITOR

Student Body President Fred Schmidt chose
Jeff Laing at the Student Senate meeting Tuesday to be his chief of staff.
Laing, formerly a first-term student senator
from the college of education, will oversee and
coordinate Cabinet meetings and work together with Student Affairs on student committee appointments.
His first duties, however, will be to set up
interviews with other prospective appointees
and help Schmidt "wade through the paperwork" and begin his new job.
"We have to find out where we're at and then
get started," Laing said.
Schmidt said he will focus on the most pressing areas first in making his appointments. He
hopes to announce his comptroller and public
relations director appointments by the end of
next week, but the process may drag on into the
week after.

,.

.SPORTS
• The UCF women's tennis team closes its season
this weekend. The basketball coaching job may be
filled next week and the
baseball team is ranked in
two national polls.

Schmidt will delay choosing the rest of his
cabinet unti1 after he decides on his choices for
those positions.
Laing worked for Schmidt during the recent
campaign. Although he did not have an official
title in the Schmidt organization, Schmidt said
Laing gradually assumed the duties of campaign manager.
"If we had a campaign manager, he was it,"
Schmidt explained.
Laing described his new position as "kind of
a catchall" and said it will involve working with
the Student Senate andCabinet members in a
variety of areas.
Laing also said one of his priorities would be
to solicit student feedback about any problems
or questions they might have.
"I'll keep the doors open to students and find
out what their concerns are," Laing said.
Laing, who had to resign from his senate seat
to take the chief of staff position, is a sophomore
education major and plans to go to law school
. eventually.

Pho1o Illustration by Tim Holcombt'CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Condom sales in the bathrooms at the Wild Pizza have not been
anything to get excited about. Since their introduction into UCF
more than two months ago, less than 20 have been sold .
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Student Senate gets
ready fOr budget vote
by Lance Turner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Student Senate will consider the 1989-90 $1.6 million
Activity and Service Fee
Budget at next week's meet·ing, according to Organization, Appropriations and Finance Committee Chair Dan
Pelletier.
The budget, which covers
the Student Center, Legal
Services, Recreational Services, the Program and Activities Council and other Student
Government clubs and activities, has remained in OAF for
two weeks of revisions.
UCF students, like their
counterparts at other state
universities, are charged an
Activities and Services Fee
based on number of hours enrolled. Students at UCF pay
$3.90 per credit hour.
A&S Revenues have in- creased from $1,180,000 for
the 1987-88 school year, an
increase of26.6 percent.
The largest item in the

1989-90 A&S budget will
cover
Student
Center
operations - this figure, and
all others face final approval ,
by OAF and the Senate. The
$440,898 will fund salaries,
expenses and other employment costs for the Student
Activity Center, Game Room,
Student Center Auditorium
and the Student Center itself.
Programming is budgeted
under a separate line item,
through the Programming and
Activities Council. And next
year, students at UCF will
watch $17,200 worth of movies, listen to $15,900 worth of
speakers and be able to attend
Homecoming festivities and
the Miss UCF Pageant, which KNIGHT MOVES
receive $11,400 and $11,281 UCF students auditioned for spots on the Starlet Knights dance team and the flag corps Saturday
respectively.
morning in the education building. The Marching Knights will hold tryouts again on April 23.
The remainder of the PAC
budget brings their share to
$156,571.
Student Center Director
Jimmie Ferrell is content with
this year's budget, but said an

Student Senate sends Union site
resolution back to committee

SEE BUDGET PAGE 7

by Jamie Carte
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Due to an editor's error in
the April 18 issue, the last
portion of the "Schmidt sets
sights on students" article
was deleted, which may have
_ caused a false impression.

• PRESIDENT PROBLEMS

(CPS) Students and professors at Adelphi University in
New York have asked their
president to resign.
And as if there was an epidemic of troubles at the top,
the University of Maine, Pima
Community College, Sangamon State (in Illinois) and
Georgia State universities
also had presidents, board
members and officialss fall
into trouble in March.
At Adelphi, various factions
are trying to force President
Peter Diamandopoulos
to
quit. "There is a great feeling
of turmoil," said Ronald Feingold of Adelphi's Faculty Senate. "There has been mismanagement of the university in
all different areass. Each
department has its own story
to tell."
Diamandopoulos, who said
he won't step down, was hired
in 1985 by the school's trustees, who never revealed the
other candidates' names.
Such secrecy, though common when trustees hire new
presidents, prompted the Atlanta Constitution newspaper
to sue Georgia State University the last week of March,
hoping to force GSU's regents
to reveal who they're considering to become the Atlanta
school's new leader.
And at Sangamon · State,
President Durward 'Long returned to his office from a two
month absence to recover from
alcoholism and exhaustion
only to be slapped with sexual
har assment charges that, the
complainants said, span his
four years in office.

The proposaJ Schmidt
and Toutikian are working to
stop would increase needbased financial aid as a
percentage of total financial
aid.

The Student Senate sent a Student Union
site resolution back to committee Tuesday.
The resolution voices Senate support of the
Mercury and Pegasus Circle locations as opposed to the Drigger Field location. President
Pro Tempore Jamie Cox one of the sponsors of
the resolution, asked that it be sent back to the
Services and Public Relations Committee for
amendment.

Prof. Jack Stout, department of biological
sciences, and Andrea Pable, president of the
eniviromental society addressed the Senate in
favor of a resolution to endorse the establishment of environmental preserves on campus.
This resolution, which was proposed by Senator
Tom Joseph, will be reviewed by the SPR on
Wednesday.
A bill to reapportion Senate seats remains
under the consideration of the Elections and

will be on display through and health care facilities. In
(CPS) "Significant num- April in the main lobby of the addition, many students are
bers" of college students will be UCF Library.
active in the local Nursing
suffering from AIDS in the
The exhibit, which consists Student Association.
1990s, the head of the Ameri- of 20 original Roman terraEight students are plancan
College
Health cotta pieces from the Third ning to attend the National
Association's AIDS task force Century AD., mosaic from the Student Nurse Association
told a health conference in Villa Adriana in Tivoli, and the Convention April 25-30 in
Seattle the first week of April. photographs, is sponsored by Cincinnati, OH. A junior stu"This is not a potential prob- the UCF Office of Interna- dent, Patty Burgunder, was
lem on campuses," Dr. Richard tional Studies. ·
awarded an all-expense paid
Keeling, who also heads the
The terra-cotta pieces are trip to this convention when
University of Virginia's health everyday utensils used for she won a Johnson & Johnson
services department, told a such proposes as tableware Writing Contest.
regional meeting of doctors, and oil lighting.
nurses and hospital adminisThe photographs show • BUSINESS LECTURE
trators in Seattle. "It's an es- Greek temples in Agrigento,
The Distinguished Lecturer
tablished problem."
Segesta in Sicily, and Paestum Series Committee of the ColAbout three out of every near Naples, plus the Roman lege of Business Administra1,000 collegians carry the HIV Forum, streets in Pompeii, and tion is pleased to announce the
virus, which causes AIDS, a Adrian's villa in Tivoli.
final speaker of the 1988-89
preliminary Centers for DisThe photographs were academic year, Dr. Ken Lipke.
ease Control report estimated taken by Dr. Anthony Cer- He is the chairman of the
last fall.
vone, director of the Office of Gilbraltar Steel Corporation.
"Most students now have a International Studies, which
His lecture will present his
experiences and views on the
fairly good base of information owns the artifacts.
about AIDS," he said. "We
The exhibit also is pre- opportunities within the
need to facilitate links be- sented in conjunction with an American business environtween what they know and honors course in Latin which ment.
what they do."
The lecture will be held on
will be offered this fall for the
Keeling thought most of the first time by Cervone.
April 20 at 2 p.m., in the large
students now infected won't
auditorium, CEBA II.
begin to suffer AIDS symp- • NURSING ACTIVITIES
toms until the early 1990s
The UCF Department of • WOMEN'S · ENRICHMENT
because the virus takes that Nursing is planning to partici- CLINIC
long to destroy the immune pate in activities celebrating
Sessions ranging from how
system.
to
throw the perfect party to
National Nurse Week May 1-5.
, At that point, Keeling exinvestment planning
financial
The theme of the week is
pects campus health services "Nurses Change Lives."
head the list of topics for the
to be overwhelmed.
Presently there are 60 jun- April 20 Women's Enrichment
"We're still in the infancy of ior students and 58 seniors Clinic.
providing the range of medical earning their baccalaureate
The Clinic, sponsored by the
and psychological services" degree · in Nursing at the Orange County Medical Socineeded to treat AIDS patients, Orlando campus and addi- ety Auxiliary and the Office of
Keeling said.
tional students enrolled at the the Assistant Vice President
Brevard and Daytona cam- for Student Affairs at UCF,
will feature syndicated columpuses.
• ART EXHIBIT
Roman artifacts and photoStudents gain their clinical nist Ann Landers as the guest
graphs of Classic architecture experiences in area hospitals speaker.
• LOTS OF SUFFERERS

SEE SENATE PAGE 7

Landers will kick off the
sixteenth annual event with
her keynote speech beginning
at9 a.m.
Individuals will choose
three sessions from a list of
nine topics available on the
registration form. All sessions
will be held at the Expo Centre
in downtown Orlando.
The $15 registration fee
includes three sessions, keynote speaker, lunch prepared
by the OMNT International
Hotel and refreshment
breaks.
• MS BIKE TOUR

The third annual MS 150
Bike Tour will be held by the
National Multiple Sclerosis
Society Central Florida Chapter on April 22 and 23.
The route will follow Central Florida backroads, from
Winter Garden to the Ocala
National Forest.
There will be an overnight
stay at a private campground
in the forest with the cyclists
returning to Winter Garden
the next day.
The 150 Bike Tour is the
major fundraising event for
MS. Last year over 486 participants raised over $118,000.
This year it is projected that
over one thousand people will
participate and raise more
than $200,000.
The MS Third Annual Bike
Tour is a fully catered tour
featuring rest stops every 8-10
miles, professional mechanics,
support vehicles, and medical
personnel. .
.
Meals will be provided
along with entertainment and
prizes.
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CATS

week and picked up the following mornings.
Veterinarians will vaccinate and sterilize the cats, and
assist in finding adoptive
homes.
Dean McFall, UCF director
of Public Affairs said he was
''very pleased" with the progress.
"It is wonderful to see such
student interest. All parties
seem happy with this resolu-

tion," McFall said.
CAA is concentrating on
finding veterinarians to care
for the cats with help from the
Humane Society.
Hardin said anyone interested in the group or its cause
should contact her at 644-

Enterprises,. Inc., which
handles servicing and distribution of the machines, sales
haven't been substantial
ceeds from the fund will go to enough to count more than
benefit the AIDS Education once a week. "There's been one
Task Force.
collection in the men's room
Since the · machine in the which was last week and we
men's bathr.oom was vandal- checked the amount in the
ized on Feb. 1 7·, sales have women's room," he said.
averaged about one condom a
Scott J enkins, former legisweek. In the women's bath- lative advis or in Denver
room, which wasn't vandal- Stutler's student administraized, sales have totaled $2.50. tion, said the limited amount of
According to Jim Rawns]ey hours that the Wild Pizza is
general manager of Wometco open might have had a nega-

tive effect on sales.
"The place [the Wild Pizza]
where they're located could be
tad .. .but I think there's a
necessity for it," Jenkins said.
"I hope if the students
aren't buying them at the Wild
Pizza, it's because they're
going to a drug store," J enkins
added.
The machines were installed Feb.12, after a request
by Collazo, Terry Langford of
the Wellness Center and Dr.
John Langdon, director of the
student health center.

FROM PAGE 1

importance of students' discontinuing feeding the cats so
the baited traps can work effectively, and said any students living on or near campus
with "pet" wild cats should
tum them in to the group.
Cages will be set Monday
through Thursday of each

CONDOMS
FROM PAGE 1

You won't notice
any difjerence,
butyour country will.

9268.

"It's not a matter of whether
or not you like cats," Citrone
added. "It's simply a matter of
saving lives."

The five minutes you spend registering with
Selective Service at the post office won't change
you. You won't be enlisting in the military. In fact,
registration won't make you any different.
But it will make a difference to your country.
Having an accurate list of names could save six
weeks in responding to a national emergency.

When you turn 18, register with Selective Seroice.
It's quick. It's easy. And it's the law.
Apublic service message of this publication and Selecrive Service System.
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With This
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1271 State Rd. 436
Casselberry, Florida

• NEXT To UNITED ARTISTS
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•
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4084 North Goldenroo Rd . •
Winter Park, Florida
:

NEXT To PLITT CINEMA
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MANAGEMENT TRAINEE,
ENTRY LEVEL
This December or Recent Graduates
Put Your New College Degree To Work
Bright, agressive individual required for development & expansion of major national corporation, exa nding m Central Florida.
Management tramees beginat$1200/rno. +OT with
lstyear mcomeof$17,000, minimum. Advancement to
management based on performance and merit, annual
earnings growing to $25,000 to $50,000/year. Recent
degree preferred. For interview, contact Tom Mckenna
at (407) 843-5411 or send resume to:

Enterprise Co.
35 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32801.

•

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
PART TIME, MANAGEMENT INTERN
We offer:

• 20-35 hours per week
• Flexible scheduling
• 11 area locations
• Training program
•Competitive compensation

•

If you will be graduating in the next18 months and are
interested in part time work to gain management experience, contact Tom Mckenna at (407) 843-5411.

FIGHT CELLULITE
EFFECTIVELY
WITH

.JnfraS/ifn

..

·~

·Z

~

TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY .BREAK
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
Where The Sun Always Shines!

-----------·

Buy 5 Visits -1
Get 5 Free!I

I
ISign~p~2:?a§get

,ll./
~

TAN-FASTIQUE introduces
E-4
Deep Heat therapy for tQe treatment of cellulite and body con- ~
touring. Call_today for your free -~
consultation.
~

H

$19.95
FIRST TREATMENT

Call for appointment

•

visits free!

•.

~
~

2 :.

.

Coupon expires 4/30/89

-----------

••

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

TOWER PLACE • M-F: 8:30-9P.M. • SAT: 9-7 P.M. • SUN:12-6

Nails by Patricia

10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042
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WUC:'F ' ·p anelist adds ,~
conservative views

.

by David DISalvo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

With the addition of conservative panelist David Abrami,
WUCF's "Student Views of the
News" show has begun to generate dissenting opinions and
give a more complete outlook
on the news.
Peter Carroll, radio manager at WUCF, started the
show last year to give students
a chance to air opposing views .
"I wanted the students to
have a forum like the faculty
and staff have on 'UCF Views
of the News'," Carroll said .
A cast of regulars and periodic guests give their views as
well.
The show was originally
designed as a forum for the
students to give their opinions
on national issues, not a debate. "It was simply an exchange of ideas," said Lou
Edelson, WUCF sports direc-tor and moderator on another
WUCF show.
As UCF student and frequent listener Matt Weiler
explained, this type of forum
can lead to boredom. "I've
heard the show several times,
constantly waiting for the time
when a new and diverse opinion would be submitted."
"We needed discussion,
people on different sides of the
fence," Edelson said, "because
there is nothing more boring
then a bWlch of people saying
the same thing."

PRESENTS

•

ACACIA

•
•

•

{a- ka - sha}nL., fr., Gr. akakia: orig., fa thorny tree found in Egypt)
1. A name of a far eastern evergreen which symbolizes Strength and
Ruggedness. 2. Word used to designate Distinctiveness and Leadership
among mankind. 3. Used to designate the Spirit oflmmortality and of the

.

Survival of the Soul. 4. A fine Fraternity (ounded in 1904 which

is expanding to the University of Central Florida this year!
Interested in helping ro srart a new tradition at UCF ?
Please plan to attend an informational meeting on:

Thursday, April 20

Student Center, Room 214
5:00 - 7:00 P.M.
or call nob Snow at 275-2231
ACACIA FRATEHNITY
Founded in 1904

THE

!

Fortunately for those craving different opinions, the
show's newest member, David
Abrami, took his seat at the
microphone cletermined to
change all that.
"I was listening to the show
one Monday and I came to the
conclusion that all the participants agreed on just about
every subject, and since the
views they publicly espoused
were in direct contrast to the
ones I hold near and dear, I felt
it was high time for some dissention on the show."
Once allowed to take part in
the show, Abrami began to
ensure that the listeners
would be exposed to conservatives perspectives.
"We seem to be debating
basic ideological questions
that the other members of the
show at one time took for
granted," Abrami said.
With the introduction of
these dissenting opinions, listeners are boWld to hear a few
heated discussions, but
Abrami hopes these discussions will draw more response.
"The participants regard
me in an almost curious manner. I mean, they can hardly
believe there are those of us
who believe in citizens' private
ownership of firearms, free
enterprise without government regulation, capital pun;c:hment and basic American
ideals," .&ii~ :?;<l.
The show airs every i"V.i:v.i.Jday at 1 p.m.

.

ORLANDO CONNECTION
ROCKS the CITY with

.9lP'l\!L 18-22
II

LIVE BANDS NIGHTLY TUES - SAT ( 9:30 PM)

9 - 2 PM

RED ALERT

II

24TH

MON

HEAVY METAL NIGHT

TUES -

18 AND OVER $5.00 COVER FREE SODAS
21 WITH ID 50¢ DOMESTICS I $·1 .00· WELLS

THURS - JAM SESSION - BRING YOUR OWN BAND
$2.00 COVER WELLS $1.60 I CALLS $1.80

DART7

,.

IN HOUSE
TOURNAMENT

FREE POOL
MON - ALL NIGHT
TUE- SAT4-7 pm

HAPPYHOUR
EVERY NIGHT
4 - 6 P.M.
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IH.C best legs· event raises $115
ganizations but, according to
Harzler, they "never got a
thank you .. .It was very unfulfilling," she added.
UCFs Inter-Hall Council
IHC agreed to sponsor sevsponsored a Best Male Legs
eral fundraising activities to
Contest April 12 which raised
help correct the problems.
$115 to benefit a 5 year-old
According to the IHC's exvision-impaired girl enrolled
ecutive treasurer, Peter
at the Creative School For
Mamott, the Amber Fund has
Children. The contest, titled
changed the group's outlook
Mr. Leggs, was held in the
about fundraising. "We recogWild Pizza and attracted
nize that we can raise money
about 75 UCF students. Confor a good cause."
testants showed off their legs
Their efforts have
on stage while the
raised more than
audience voted by
$1300 for Amber's
donation for the wintreatment.
Mary
ner.
Mitchell, head resiLouis Bologna, an
dent assistant, said
accounting major,
the group hopes to
drew the most donaraise $2600 for Amtions and took first
ber, but added "We
place in the event.
didn't expect to raise
Bologna took his win
it all this semester."
in stride, saying, "I
According to Dolwas just glad we made
ores Burghard, direcas much as we did." ·
tor of the Creative
All donations went
School, Amber is very
to The Amber Fund
excited about her
and will help pay for
treatment so far. "I'm
the extensive eye
excited,
too,"
therapy Amber needs
· Burghard said. "It
to prevent permanent
(the treatment) has
blindness. Amber's
given her a chance
mother, who wishes to
she really needed."
remain unnamed, is a
Fundraising acsingle parent and can
tivities have also innot afford the medical
cluded an Easter craft
treatment.
Parent representasale .and various food
sales.
tives on the Board of
A silent auction at
Directors at the Creathe Creative School
tive School have been
April 27 will complete
contemplating the
PhotocouneeyotlHC
the semesters funproblem of Amber's
therapy since last fall. Abou1 75 people saw 1hese appendages walk off draising activities for
Christi Hartzler, a with the best legs title last week in the Wild Pizza. The Amber Fund.
by Julie Bade

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ·

member of the board and associate director of Housing and
Residence Life, decided to
approach Inter-Hall members
about fundraising on Amber's
behalf.
"I went to IHC because they
have traditionally done fundraisers," Hartzler said.
Hartzler also said she believed the fundr.aiser would
benefit IHC members as well.
In the past, members have
raised money for charity or-

•

GREAT AMERICAN

SMOKEOUT

'

~STANLEY H. KAPIAN
Take Kaplan Or TakeYour Chances

•

11---------------------2238 Winter Woods Blvd., Winter Park, Fl.

.

(407) 678-8400
CLASSES FORMING NOW!

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
Take Advantage of an Opportunity
®

Paying for college is not an easy task. Even if you have student loan or your parents
are helping out, it is aJways nice to have some money in your bank account for spending or saving.
These days finding a job can be such a hassle. Who has time to deal with minimum wages, uncertain hours that change
all the time, having to work what seems like every weekend and working so many hours to make money, that your grades
suffer. There is a better way!

•

U. PS has long been recognized as a leader in the small package delivery business. We pay top wages that include benefits
such as paid vacations and holidays. These benefits are comparable to benefits that
some full-time jobs offer. Besides the pay, UPS offers considerably more. The steady,
consistent hours give stability to your schedule. The work shift that you select will
allow you to plan the courses you need without having to work weekends, so your
social life stays intact.
•

UPS offers a physical job that in fact gives you a work-out while you work. As a student,
time is very valuable and it's important to maximize your efforts and time.
What better job could suit your needs? Earn excellent wages with benefits to match,
get in shape, and work hours t~at allow you to fulfill your career goals in school.
• UPS works through the UCF
Placement office in accepting
applications for part time
loaders and unloaders.
Excellent pay • more than
DOUBLE MINIMUM WAGE
Paid vacations and holidays.

• Work shifts·
4:30 A.M.
5:30 P.M.
10:30 P.M.
For an interview appointment,
sign up in the Career Resource
Center (Admin. 124)

•

UPS is an Equal Opportunity Employer
0
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BUDGET
FROM PAGE3

emphasis needs to be placed on
more cultural activities, instead of so much of the budget
going to entertainment.
He encourages having a
greater number of smaller
events. "We have never had a
successful concert in the last
20 years," Ferrell said. "The
student body has been saying
'we're not interested in concerts."'
·
Mel Rogers, Student Gov-

ernment business manager,
disagrees. "Concerts don't
have to be a losing proposition.
[They] have to be designed to
go after students," he said.
Student Government will
require nearly $400,006 to
operate during the 1989-90
school year, with the largest
portion of the money going for
salaries and OPS employment.
The largest percentage increase of the budget line items
goes to Greek Council. During
the 1988-89 school year, Greek
Council received $1,070, and if

this year's budget holds true
their budget would increase
447 percent to $5850.
According to Senator Dash
Wendrzyk, a former Comptroller, the budget is zero-based,
and the percentages can be
misleading.
· "We don't look at the allocation for last year," he said. "We
look at this year's need."
HASA and the African..{\merican Student Association
are the other two clubs which
receive direct line item budgets. Their budgets stand at
$5,250 and $14,600 respec-

tively.
Any student who partici-·
pates in UCF intramural athletics will be using part of the
$180,000 Recreational Services Budget. Students can also
utilize Legal Services, whose
budget stands at $85,000.
The remainder of the A&S
budget goes to the area campuses, utilities, Appropriated
Reserve and elections.
The budget will be facing
OAF final revisions on Monday at 6 p.m. It comes up for
final approval in the Senate on
Tuesday at 3:30 p.m.

SENATE
FROM PAGE3

Appointments
(EA).

.

committee

The Senate also approved
three new Student Senators
on Tuesday.
Chris Vining was approved
to fill a seat from the college of
business, Jim Bryce was approved to fill a vacant college of
engineering seat, and Dash
Wendrzyk received approval
to fill a vacant college of arts
and sciences seat.

Earn
Bucks
Over
The
Summer

For areal eye opener any weekday morning, come to Allies.
It's the new family restaurant where you can help yourself to the
biggest and best Breakfast Bar in town.
All you can eat of scrambled eggs, sausage links, biscuits and
gravy, b~ast potatoes, bacon, two kinds of ~h muffins! fresh
fruit and Belgian waffies. All for just $3.99. EnJoy an even bigger
Breakfast Bar on weekends for just $5.99. Plus tax.
Olmeinandseeforyourself. Next
~!~·~:ii~= BreakfastBarin
"
1 1 1 1 1
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The Central Florida·Future is
looking for summer help in
Contetti, news, sports and
production. If interested.
please call:

10015 East C,olonial Drive, Alamo Slqlping ~ UniOn Park
Dave or Scott 275-2865

l ......

Student apathy
down, ~1_.1t so is
organized protest
UCF students, like toddlers, are trying to stand
and walk but in some attempts, they seem to fall flat
on their faces.
Earlier this semester, Holly McNair nelped organ. ize a group of students to protest the athletic fee
increase proposal. The interest shown by students in
McNair's group, Student Organization Against Paying (SOAP), urged President Colboum to change the
Athletic Fee increase from $6.15 to $5.50 per credit
hour. Another student, Heather Hardin, organized
the Campus Action for Animals group to h elp find a
mor e humane solution to the stray cat problem. This
week, Hardin's group is tackling the colossal task of
finding homes for str ay cats caught by the university.
Both groups found strong student support and
both were able to influence UCF administration into
a settlement that benefited more than just themselves. Those were the success stories, the examples
we can look to when we want to make a stand on an
issue th~t affects not only us but others - even cats.
On April 7, public administration major James
Lester and a group of public administrat ion and legal
studies students, concerned about the results of a
merger between their schools and the college of
health, met with members of UCF administration.
The merge is scheduled to happen on July 1. The
new college's proposed name is the College of Health
and Human Services. Although faculty and administrators supported the new name and the merge,
Lester and other students did not.
In a letter to the editor in the April 6 issue of The
Central Florida Future, Lester said, "We want our
instructors, department heads and the Board of
Regents to know that we do not like the change in
name or the creation of the new college."
According to Lester, the name, College of Health
and Human Services, would not accurately reflect
student enrollment since there are more administration students than heaith. He and the other students
were also concerned about how "College of Health
and Human Services" would look on their diplomas
when they graduate in May. They said that the
department called Health and Human Services is one
of the lesser respected departments in govennent.
Lester and others circulated a petition and
brought it to the meeting.
When administrators at the meeting told the
group that diplomas don't state the college in which
a person is under anyway, Lester and his group
decided the name change was all right.
The group then selfishly asked to be grandfathered under the College of Arts and Sciences and was
given a promise by administrators to look into it.
Students, next time you get upset with something
administration is about to do, circulate a petition,
meet with administrators but if you start the ball
rolling don't slow it down.
When Lester's group told administrators to grandfather them into a deal, they told future UCF students to fend for themselves. Unfortunately, future
students may not be able to change something that is
already instituted while we may.
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Nobody listens to Castro's atrocities
Every now and then I think about Fidel Castro's
Cuba, but, like most things that are out of sight, Cuba
and its people tend to drift to the back of my mind.
Hell, it's a small island, and I don't plan on taking up
cigar smoking. Cuba and its ever hugging leader
couldn't possibly have any effect on my life. I'll let the
Cuban people worry about their little island world,
and I'll worry about me.
Well, it's time to start paying attention to Cuba, as
it has been for quite a while.
Not so long ago Cuba didn't seem so far away "the communist menace that was only 90 miles
away," as our right-wing politicians were fond of
saying. In October of 1962, America discovered
Khrushchev's missiles in Cuba, and it nearly scared
the pants off of President John F. Kennedy and the
rest of the U.S.
The threat now is not from missiles, nor is it
directed at the U.S. The people of Cuba are being
denied their basic human rights, and as their hemisphere sharing neighbors, we must respond.
Dissent and freedom of political expression are not
allowed in Cuba. Although some observers have
pointed out that the government is beginning to ease
up, no direct open criticism of the fundamental doctrine of the Castro regime is allowed. Nearly all
associations are government controlled, and freedom
of assembly is not guaranteed. The Cuban Commis"
sion for Human Rights and National Reconciliation
estimates that 600 to 800 political prisoners are now
being detained and are subjected to torture and
inhuman conditions. We're talking basic human
rights - ease up Fidel.
Every now and then you need to pay attention to
the problems that exist in our world, and this awareness can start tonight. Nobody Listened, a documentary film detailing the plight of Cuban political
prisoners is being shown at 8:00 p.m. April 20 in the
Student Center Auditorium, and it is free to the
public.
This film, by Nestor Almendros and Jorge Ulla,
brings the audience face to face with the testimonies
offormer Cuban political prisoners. Nobody Listened
is about human rights violations, violations that
continue to haunt the lives of Cuban citizens.

• CONTRACEPTION CON
Dave Schlenker

R. Scott Horner
Eric Dentel
Chris Brady
Steven Conner
Angie Hyde
Kasha Kitts

Scott Buss
Charmaine Mendoza
Scott Pruitt

Opinions expressed lnT/tc Cu1ral Florida PN111rc are thoae of the newspaper or lndMdual columnist and not neceuor11y those of the Board of Publlcallons, University Administration, or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300
words and Include the authO(s signature, major and phone number. Lette11 are
subject to editing for grammar and space and become the copyrighted property of
the newspaper. Names may be withheld but the newspaper reserves the right to
refuse publication of any letter. TM Central Florida F"'11n Is a free .non-profit newspaper published 1wlc$ weeldy during the academic year and weekly during the
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Editor:
The sale of condoms is not appropriate in the Wild Pizza. The
manager of the Wild Pizza made
the pretense that students were
having sex and, to prevent the
spread of AIDS, condoms are necessary. The facts are quite different and it is time they were known.
The New York City Department
·of Health has concluded that "HIV
infection is primarily limited to
known AIDS risk group men;ibers
and their sexual partners. n The
December of 1985 issue of Scientific American defined the risk
groups as homosexual or bi.sexual
men, intravenous drug abusers,
sexual partners of people in AIDS

II

One such ex-prisoner, depicted in the film, is Ana
Lazara Rodriquez. She threw leaflets from the roof of
Cuba's medical school, and for this anti-revolutionary act was sentenced to 30 years in prison.
According to the State Department, the treatment
of political offenders at every step of the process is
unrelentingly severe. Arrestees are interrogated
without counsel and subjected to methods of intimidation designed to force confessions. The political
detainee may be kept incommunicado for days or
weeks without notification offamilv.
The atrocities in Cuba are not confined to the
prisons. A typical Scenario, involving the Cuban
"justice" system, unfolded~ 1983. Cuban labor leaders were convicted of"industrial sabotage" for merely
discussing the possible formation of a labor union Castro does not see dissent as dialectic in nature and
uses the phrase "to sow dissent" in referring to the
actions of such people. Castro wanted the death
penalty for these men, but the judge assigned to the
trial refused and only handed down a sentence of life
in prison. Undaunted, Castro ordered a retrial before
a more understanding judge, who gave the men their
death sentence. Due to an international outcry, their
sentence was com~uted to 30 years imprisonment.
It is up to the people of the world to defen<;l the
human rights of those who are unable to do so for
themselves. The government, our government, isn't
going to do it. The United Nation might. (In response
to the film, the UN did send a human rights delegation to Cuba.) Our leaders are too busy calling each
other names. Instead of calling Cuba's politics/economy names like communist and Marxist and Socialist, we must be more pragmatic and define Castro's
actions as wrong and repressive.
Every now and then you have to do something about
Castro and governments like his. You can start by
listening.

.
..
•

•

"

.,
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risk groups, children of mothers at the Wild Pizza, the condom marisk, recipients of blood products chines have no legitimate place on
(screening for the AIDS virus h as campus.
reduced the risk greatly) and
The real reason for their placewomen who are artificially insemi- ment is that Wometco wants to
nated with infected sperm. ''The make an extra buck.
disease shows no signs in spreadUCF's vice president is quoted
ing beyond those groups. All epi- by The Orlando Sentinel as saydemiological evidence indicates ing, "If it were not for AIDS, we
that food, water, insects and cas- wowd not be doing it [placing
ual contact do not spread AIDS."
condoms on sale in the Wild
Statistics in the Dec. 1988 Na- Pizza]. Now the vice president can
tional Review and in military jour- ·remove the machines. AIDS is not
nals support the hypothesis that the reason for the condom maAIDS is not spreading among chines. The real reason for the
heterosexual non-drug_abusers.
placement of condom machines on
·Since anal sex, shared needles campus is the promotion of conand blood products are regulated traception.
by federal and state law, are not
covered by the university's charter
Joseph Kramer
and are not generally evident at
Engineering

summer.

•
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•CROSSWORD PUZZLE
2

3

5

6

7

RUBES®
8

10

11

12

42 Organs of
hearing
43 River Islands
44 Fruit
46 Middle East
peninsula
48 Flying Insect
51 Sum up
52 Small bottles
54 Born
55 Dance step
56 Roman offtclal
57 Female: colloq.

22 One of
Columbus's
ships
24 Place In line
25 More mature
26 Asterisks
28 Pertinent
33 Limbs
34 Scorching
36 A continent
38 Athletic group
40 Smoothes
41 Short period

by Leigh Rubin

45 Gaello
46 Weaken
47 Mountain on
Crete
48 Siamese native
49 Beverage
50 Lamprey
53 Cyprlnold fish

DOWN

_,'

KWM(

1 Aerlform fluld

2 Belll
3 Gains

Solution

4 Narrow oenlng
5 Paths
6 Urge on
7 College degree.
abbr.

1 Opening
4 Slumber
9 Solemn promise
12 VentJlate
13 Kind of beer
14 Retlrement-plan
In Its.

15 Delaying

30 Italy: abbr.

17 Spanish pots

31
32
34
35

19 Doom
20 Bad
21 Twirl
23 Russian tea
urns
27 Liquid measure
29 Same as

Abstract being
Choice part
Resort
Latin
conjunction
36 Danish measure
37 Gulde
39 Channels

~k:

8 Incites to anger
9 Pretentious
rural residence
10 '\nglo-Saxon
money
11 Existed
16 Diminish
18 Animated
20 Send forth
21 Slumber

KLJ.NK

I
I
I

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Cash in at

~f~~mit
Bookstore
Now Buying Back

Used Textbooks
• Register To Win
• Free Textbooks
•Color T.V.
• April 27th is Pizza Day
11:00 - 3:00 pm
•Free slice of Kelsey's
Pizza
with each buyback
(while supply lasts)

University Shopp~s
University Blvd.
At Alafaya Trail

658-4612

-·

Alpha Tau Omega
Awards banquet this Saturday. Founders day
weekend next week make sure you get your
money in. Brothers retreat, Sunday 6-10.
Study hard for finals. Good luckl
Kappa Sigma .

AnniYersary party Sat. night at Park Suite
Hotel. Pre Patty at Ricky's 6:30. Softball game
to night at 6:00. Spring weekend May 5,6,7,
get money to Rod. It's going to be very fun
party this Friday at the house. This party will be
great. Deck dancing returns to the Sig house.
Brothers remember what Kt is all about and
that is AE~~.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Congrats to the new brothers. Eddie Cooper,
Joe Pallante, Wayne Larson, Bob Koprivnikar,
Kale Koller, Dave White, Scott Canjar, Dave
Mielcarek, Dave kaber, Nalin Manamperl,
John Walsh, Doug Gilstrap, Jamie Bojanowski, John Bush, Marl< "lier, Steve Fischer,
James Crawford, Ed Schuckman, these men
deserve to wear a brother pin of t~E. I know
everyone had a great time at the Banquet
Alumni day is Sat. See Karl for details. Congrats goes out to Paul Garcia and Lori. His
future wife. Lets end the semester on a high
note and kick bun on finals. YMPll
Pl Kappa Alpha
Please remember these upcoming eventsIngress this weekend. Little sister initiation
Sunday nite. Lot party April 281h, Dream girl
Saturday April 29th and Pike weekend May 57 "This time it Is for real". For more information
on any of these events please see any of our
newly elected officers.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
There is only 2weeks left of school so lets kick
butt on finals. The RC Banquet is Friday at
9:00 in the U.O.A The dress is casual . Business meeting is Sunday at 6:00.
Kappe Delta

Hey Kt. ladies we're gonna have a blast at
White Rosel Last meeting 6pm. Be there and
bring money for rs . Sorry about the picnic it
will be rescheduled. S !Udy and be cool I Kt.
forever!

Alpha Phi Omega
Show your spirit and participate in Alpha Phi
Omega's second annual spirit chai n contest
benefitting the Alzheimer's Resource Center.
Donate for your organization, and create the
longest chain. Winners will be announced at
the FAU game on April 28. Greeks can earn points for next years Greek
Week.
P.RSSA
General meeting Wea Apri l 26 at 2pm In the
SOL. Congratulations I the new offioer!l . Call
Rob277·4191.

Female Roommate Needed ASAP.
To share bedroom in 2bdr/ 2bth Sherwood
Forest apartment. Non-smoker, no pets. Rent
$145 plus 113 utilities. We have washer/ dryer.
For info please call Leslie at 275-2865 or 658·

0571.

.

Female roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm, 2
bath apt. in Forest Highlands. Only $127 for
own room. May 1-August 13. Call 658-2938.

Gay Student's Organlza1lon

The Gay Student's Organization's peer support group will meet Thurs, April 20 at 7:30pm
for more info contact Lance 380-2835.
Entrepreneur Club
Inventor Alex Whitson will be speaking on
creativity this week at the Entrepreneurship
Club. Everyone is invited to attend on Sunday
at6:00 pm in Ceba 187.

Move in before 6-1-89 and receive $150 off
during June, July and August. 2 bdrm and 2
bath apts.
12 MONTH LEASE
For more Information call 282·5657.

I

Camp counselors for physlcally Impaired-The
Florida Easter Seal Camp Challenge. Earn
college credit and salary while gaining great
exp. for resume Room and board free ! Cabin
counselors, lifeguards, and program specialists neede located I hr. N of Orlando. Call
407 886-6653 for an appt or write to Rt. Box
350 sorrento, Fl 32776.

Apts. for rent-Sherwood Forest near UCF.
Call Oaksha Vakharla at 657-1967 Lie Re
Broker.
WHAT A DEAL!
For only $50 of the $300 security deposit and
$330/month -You could be the new proud
renter of this perfect, one bedroom apartment
at Haystack East. Call 275-6586 or 381-0826ask for Kim .

Summer work- Tired of that construction or
hard labor job? Earn $400 plus average per
week . College credit - overtime hours available - Call 281 - 0856 Leave- name , ph#Students only apply.

1 bedroom In a brand new house In a exclusive
area on the corner of Dean and Aloma $225
mo. (utilities Ind.) Responsible non-smoking
student call only 679-6000

RECREATIONAL FACTORY WAREHOUSE
Sales positions open. Full and part time,
spring and summer. Flexible hours. No experience necessary.

Room for rent Brand new 2 story townhouse
at Chancellors Row. 2bdrm /3bath, pool, and
tennis court. Share room with a friend for
$200/mo. Call Kara 380-7531 .

Female roommate needed immediately to
share Sherwood Forest Duplex. $190/month
plus 1/3 of utilities includes Washer/Dryer and
own backyard . Call 275-4161 for more infor·
mation.
Roommate wanted - quiet area, share 2br
2bath duplex near campus . Commute via
Alafaya or Research Park. Own bdr and bath.
$207.50 and 112 utilities. Call Tom 38().2383.
UCF student needs roommate and place to
live starting in Aug. I like music, sports etc.Call
stew 275-4366 .

2 Roommates needed for summer only. 2
bdrm/2 bath apt in Cambridge Circle on
Alataya. Call 277-8911 anytime.

Resumes and cover leners . Designed, revised, typed - 657-0079.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.Fast• Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
KCO Inc. WP/OP $1- 2.50/ pg. 678-6735.
Call PRESTIGE TYPING for your papers
and resumes - 277-7237.
TYPESETTING
Resumes, coverletters, flyers
One stop quality typesetting & copying
across from campus
Klnko's- 658-9518.
Typing done in my house professional and
accurate term papers, theses, reports, etc.
$1 .50 per page - double space 48 hours and
notice $3.00 per page - double space same
day to 48 hours notice Please Call 273-1124
TYPING • REASONABLE
Resumes, term papers- call 366-6495.

Up to $10 an hour

Call Mr. Nutt (407 291-1600)
Word Proce5sing- reports, term papers, corresp. sec. exp. 671-8023
•

Roommate Wanted to share duplex -quiet
area. Near UCF 2 br, 2baths washer dryer.
Split $400/month rent and half utilities phone
Dan at 38().3961 momlngs

Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4X 4's. Slezed in
drug raids for under $100 .00? Call for facts
today. 602-837·3401 . Ext 127
ALPINE CAR STEREO. I am redoing my
system. I am looking for anything Alpine. I
have some to sell also.
Call Tom F. 282-8183

CAA BRAS FOR CAPRI AND MUSTANG :
years 79-'81 ; $30 each
RAY BAN outdoorsman sunglasses; $35
JENSEN 30N WATI car stereo amp; $35
Call Doug at 282-0352
Duplex In Sherwood Forest
2bdm12bath, dishwasher, washer, dryer, C91ling fans . $56,500 .
Call Debi 282-6958.

Desperately Seeking-someone who recorded the TV movie "Tarzan in Manhattan" would like to borrow- will pay$$- call Tracey
695-1766.

Queen size beC $200 obo. 1Ospeed bike. $90
obo. Call 679-6054.

Horizon Travel Agency
Call for low Airfare.Cruise quotes. Call 281 ·
0836

Male roommate needed share room. Rent 135
mth plus 1/3 utilities furnished apartment sec
elec p. Deposits about 175 Call 658-7916.
Male roommate wanted to share townhouse
at Cambridge Cirde for the summer-rent S 119
plus 1/4 utilities- dean, non-smoker a mus t
Call 28 1-7040 for more information.

Toastmaster
BE A BETTER COMMUNICATOR
Join Toastmasters
Meets~very Tuesday at 7:45 am
In ED142

Nanny Needed
Become a nanny fo r a year. Turn your love for
children and your desire for travel into an
exciting career as a professional nanny positions available in Orlando and Nationwide.
Beginning salaries $225 wk live In or live out.
Call 260-00$1 Longwood.·

MOVE IN SPECIAL

For sale ' 86 Honda Civic bargain $5000. Call
27&-5725 . Must Sell. Great deal l

1986 Dodge Omni GLH turbo 5 speed, air,
extended warranty , power steering and
brakes. Many extras $4800. 290-3476.

Pregnant? Adoption is an option. Free, confidential counsel ing. Help with costs. Call Jan
or Kim. Children's Home Society. 422-4441.

Tutor needed for intro. computer for bus.
Knowledge of database is necessary. Please
call asap 679-7943 or leave message.
11)

111111~,1•1111~l,ll~ll1!l~il !f'
HYPNOSIS HELPS. Improve memory, encr
test anxiety, increase confidence and study
skills. Low sllJdent rates. Bill Hansen, Clinical
Hypnotist 679-1011, Winter Park.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
"ANDES SUMMER SESSION"
MERIDA- VENEZUELA
I SESSION: MAY 6 THAU JUNE 18
II SESSION: JUNE 18 THAU JULY 30
SATISFY LANGUAGE REZUIREMENT.
$1,645.00 INCLUDES AIRFARE MIAMIMERIDA· MAIMI, ROOM & BOARD,
5 EXCURSIONS. FEES FOR 16-CREDrTS
EXTRA. OCT PROGRAM.
DR. LUPTON (813) 974-2536 (TAMPA)
VENUSA C.P.S.A (407) 439-0041

Female roommate 2 bdJ2bath furnished $225
and 112 utilities, Wood lands apt. 282-9076
Male student to share room/bath In 2 bedrm/2
bath Condo, all extras, Chancellor's Row
$150/mo. and 1/3 utliitles.
Call Doug at 282-0352.

Spacious 3bdrm 2bath in Sussex P1ace #490
per month &250depositgethalf off first month
call Mike 788-0919

Janet
Hello eyes, Hello ears, Hello nose, HeIµl
mouth.
Love DC

Excellent Word Processing - 366-0538.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
Summer Work
Career oriented students only l. $450 wk!
average college credit quail fled for placement
with fortune 500 companies to qualify: Must
have entire summer free . Must entire summer
free, must pay part of school. Call 281-0856.
Name, Major and ph.#

Fast Typing Service
Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. Visa & Mastercard. Over
18,300 satisfied students and only 4
grouches I
671-3007.

Scooter
I hope you die of lung cancer and pass it on
your new girlfriend.
Dinker
SUMMER IN EUROPE FROM $315
each way on discounted scheduled
airlines to Europe from Orlando.
Call {800) 325-2222.
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could be
bulimia
Binge eating followed by guilt. Forced vomiting.
Frequent use of laxatives. Any of these
symptoms could be a sign of bulimia - and a
Wclriling to get help. The kind provided by our
Eating Disorders Program. So if you or someone
you care for suffers with this problem, call us and strike a healthy balance.

&
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FROM PAGE 12

"Webber was not a very competitive
match since they are a small school just
starting a program," Pell said.
Stetson offered a little more competition Monday and Pell was pleased
with the results. The Lady Knights had
lost an earlier match to Stetson, 8-1.
• "The girls played better than when
we played them in January," Pell said.
"They all played a lot better and I think
f'Stetson was a little surprised."
Fisher returned to her No. 1 spot
although she was still recovering from

her illness. In the first set, Fisher
battled Michele Diaz Miranda before
falling 7-6. She lost the second set 6-1.
"Julie hadn't played in a week and
she still wasn't feeling well but she
wanted to play," Pell said. "She played
well in the first set but she was still
weak and got tired in the second set."
McGillicuddy lost a tough three-set
match to Lisa Anne Smith 4-6, 7-6, 6-0.
Pell feels McGillicuddy, who is 10-10
this season, and Fisher (11-9) have
good shots at knocking their Stetson
opponents off in the tournament.
"Both Julie and Kelly can beat the
Stetson girls this weekend," Pell said.
"I have a good feeling about all of our

"~·~1%t~~W~\tt~%~~Hft~:~: :~:f:)f~~::i:::':T?:;:.,
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players. I think they can all do well."
Warner notched UCFs only singles
victory against Stetson, beating
Kristin Smith 7-6, 6-4. Warner also
teamed with Davis to win their doubles
match6-1, 6-4. UCF'sotherpointcame
on a default in the No. 1 doubles match.
Marrow lost to Robyn Welsh 6-1, 6-2
and McNamee lost 6-4, 6-3 to Julie
Biakcin. Marrow and McNamee then
dropped a close 6-7, 6-0, (7-2) decision
to Welsh and Biakcin in the No. 2
doubles match. Davis lost her No. 6
doubles match to Sandra Bettermore.
Pell is optimistic about the team's
chances in the tournament. UCF has
played Stetson twice, Florida Interna-

tional (the defending champion) and
defeated Samford. However, there are
several other teams that UCF has not
faced in the tournament. ·
"We know Georgia State is strong
and they are predicted to win it," Pell
said·. "But we don't know much about
the other teams. We don't know what to
expect but it will make it more exciting."
Pell said she would not know how
her players would be seeded until
Thursday, the day before the tournament opens.
"We have a chance of doing well,"
Pell said. "It will depend on the draw
and how the girls play. n

Baseball America Top 25

Ahern and Brandon Turner on
the mound Saturday. David
Goins started against Stetson
last night.
UCFs Rich Polak, who has
a 6-2 record and a 1.63 earned
run average, will miss three
weeks due to tendinitis in his
arm. Bergman said the team
will go to a three-man rotation
with Ahern, Turner and Goins
until Polak returns.
"We are fortunate in that we
have three games this week
and three next week so we can
have a three-man rotation,"
Bergman said."And he (Polak)
will get a third week of rest
during exam week because we
don't play."
Bergman said the injury is
not senous and that Polak
could return sooner than three
weeks However he wants to
give Po ak .-,ome r est before the
Knights' season-ending road
trip.
"He will miss three weeks
and won't pitch until out road
trip regardless of how he
feels," Bergman said of Polak.
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Bass also recognizes the
that ifhe does not have his
fact
FROM PAGE 12
slider and control working for
him when he first steps on the
base his senior year.
mound, it is going to be a rough
As a freshman for UCF he
stay.
had hoped to conHis effectivetinue playing first
ness depends on
base, but he ran
his ability to get
in to a major road"I love to come in
the batters to hit
block. That roadwhen the game is
grounders.
block was then
As · Coach
on the line because
Knights sophoBergman
told
more first baseit keeps me intense. Bass, ".it's either
man Vince ZawaI love the pressure." feast or famine."
ski, who owns
Obviously this
most of the UCF
- Kevin Bass seasonhasbeena
baseball records
and is now the
UCF baseball player big feast for Bass·
with batters as
New York Mets
the
main course.
minor league sysKevin Bass
Bass has evetem. Zawaski's
rything working for him and
lock on first base convinced his attitude and intensity.
"I love to come in when the he will keep on working as the
Bass to tum to pitching.
Bass credits his success to game is on the line because it Knights march to the ever-inUCF's first-year pitching keeps me intense," Bass said. creasing prospect of post-seacoach Mike Maack and a "I love the pressure."
son play.
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change in his delivery.
Bass has switched from a
mostly sidearm delivery to a
pure overhand delivery.
Other changes m Bass are
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University Shoppes Plaza
(comer of Alafaya and University)
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lected Dukiet on their ballots ·a nd Com took
himself out of the running by accepting the
coaching position at Missouri Southern.
The committee selected one of the candidates
on all 16 ballots, but Callarman would not name
him. It was either D~an, Clark, Moir or
Klusman.
The three candidates to be selected Monday
night for further consideration were Iowa assistant Rudy Washington, Montevello coach Rob
Spive y and former Cinncinnati coach Tony
Yates.
Washington and Spivery are black candidates brought back into consideration under
the right of inclusion rule. UCF president Tre-

vor Colbourn had asked the committee to give
strong consideration to minority candidates.
The committee just received Yates' application.
The committee also asked two additional
black assistant coaches to apply but have yet to
receive their resumes. The two coaches, Mack
Calvin of the NBA's Milwaukee Bucks and Joby
Wright oflndiana Universiy, may also be interviewed.
The remaining candidates were selected
from an original pool of over 100 applicants. The
committee set up criterias to reduce the list.
. Among the cri terias set up include: five years
Division I coaching experience as either a head
coach or assistant; success in recruiting and
fund raising; willingness to promote t.he program and national visibility as a c'1inician,
coach awards or NCAA postseason participation .

Coaching job
may be filled
next week
by Roy Fuoco

•
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UCF's Kelly McGillicuddy returns a shot to heropponent in a recent match at UCF. McGillicuddy, the Lady Knights' No. 2 singles
player, has a 10-1 O record this season.

NSWAC tournament opens ·Friday
Women's tennis enters tourney after win over Webber, loss to Stetson
by Chris Brady
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF women's tennjg team will
close its season with the New South
Women's Athletic Conference tournament this weekend.
The Lady Knights finished the regular season with a 7-14 record under
Coach Kathy Pell. The team closed
with a 9-0 victory over Webber College

and a 6-3 loss to Stetson.
In the Webber win, Kelly McGillicuddy replaced Julie Fisher at No. 1
singles to defeat Donna Jaeger 6-0, 6-0.
Fisher missed the match because of an
illness. Karen Rogers filled the void
made by Fisher's absence and recorded
a 6-0, 6-0 win over N atasche Theophile
at No. 6 singles.
In other singles matches, No. 2 Heidi
Marrow beat Traci Cook (6-1, 6-0), No.

UCF drops one spot in
poll, enters other poll
poll, which is the country's
SPORTS EDITOR
other major poll.
UCF was given the 25th
The UCF baseball team re- spot in that poll. The No. 25
ceived both good and bad news rank is the highest ever for a
th.is week with the national UCF baseball team and
rankings.
strengthened the Knights' bid
In the ESPN/Collegiate to be nationally recognized.
Baseball Top 30 poll, the
"It really solidifies our posiKnights dropped from 26th to tion nationally," Bergman said
27th despite winning all three of the second poll. "It shows
of its games this week. The that eveqone is beginning to
Knights beat Stetson (9-0) and look at us in the same way."
swept a doubleheader from
UCF played at Stetson last
Tulane (5-2, 5-0) last week to night and will play a doubleraise its record to 32-13.
header at Jacksonville Satur"I was surprised because of day. The Knights lost an earthe good week we had and that lier twinbill with the Dolphins
the teams that jumped ahead (5-4, 7-5) on Feb. 28. However,
of us didn't have schedules like Bergman said that the earlier
ours," UCF Coach Jay losses did not add any imporBergman said. "We threw two tance to Saturday's games.
shutouts and allowed two runs
"We are in a position now
in three games."
where all the games are meanDespite dropping in the Top ingful and that we have to win
30 poll, Bergman was not con- as many games as possible,"
cerned as long as the Knights Bergman said. "The fact that
remained in the poll.
we lost to them earlier will
"We just need to stay where have no efiect but we obviously
we are at," Bergman said.
don't want to lose a series to
The lower rank was also anyone."
easier accepted by the fact that
The Knights will put Brian
the Knights were entered into
the Baseball AmerU:a Top 25
SEE POLL PAGE 11
by Chris Brady

•

3 Jamie McNamee shut out Adela
Martinez (6-0, 6-0), No. 4 Krista
Warner defeated Deena Maguire (6-1,
6-0) and No. 5 Kirn Davis won against
Linda Edwards (6-1, 6-1).
The doubles teams of McGillicuddyRogers, Marrow-McN amee and
Warner-Davis all won by identical 6-1,
6-1 scores.

The basketball search committee
picked six candidates to invite for interviews for the vacant men's basketball
coachingjoq after a three-hour meeting
Monday night.
.
.
However, · thit number could in- '
crease as it also picked three additional
candidates to investigate further.
The committee then met Wednesday
night to decide whether to invite any of
those three or any additional candidates for interviews. Today is the last
day the committee will accept applications for the vacant coaching position.
The committee hopes to be able to
announce the new coach by no later
than Monday.
The six candidates to be invited were
selected from a group of seven that the
committee picked on April 12. An additional candidate, former Alabama-Birmingham assistant Robert Corn, selected on April 12 took himself out of
the race when he accepted another
head coaching position at Missouri
Southern.
The six candidates to be interviewed &
include: Birmingham Southern coach
Joe Dean Jr., former UCF coach Torchy
Clark, former Virginia Tech coach
Charles Moir, Rollins coach Tom
Klusman, former UCF assistant Rick
Duckett and former Tennessee mentor
Don DeVoe.
The committee had planned to invite
only the top four candidates. But upon
further discussion, they added Duckett
and DeVoe.
"I'm happy with the six we have and
I'm also pleased to consider additional
people as they come in," said Bill Cal- •
lannan, vice chairman of the committee.
The two additional candidates on
the list selected April 12 were former ·
Marquette coach Bob Dukiet and Com.
None of the committee members seSEE COACH PAGE 11

SEE TENNIS PAGE 11

'

Bass closes
door on foes
by Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Kevin Bass, ace reliever for
the Knights, does not put his
spikes on until the seventh
inning.
But from the seven th inning ..
on, he knows that is time to do
his job.
Bass' job is very simple-he
has to get hitters out immedi-'"
ately.
Bass, a senior on the 1989
Knights squad, has gone from,
a mediocre middle reliever to a
premiere stopper. He has
slammed the door on many of
the Knights' foes' rallies this
season .
In 1988, Bass had no decisions with two saves and an~
unimpressive 6.46 earned run. .
average. This year he posts a
perfect 4-0 record with one
save and an eye-popping 2.5 ~

ERA.
Bass was not always a
pitcher.
While playing baseball at
Lake Brantley High School
Bass was a catcher in his early
seasons, but settled at firs~
SEE BASEBALL PAGE 11
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march fOr the right to decide
'

_,A. ~"" .. ""'.....,

Note: Opinions expressed in this article are those of the writer and not necessarily
those of Confetti or The Central Florida Future .
by Esta Kruk1n

. '•'

APRIL 9rH, CLOSE to 600.000 :People (far more than the .. official" estimate of 300,000)
converged on our nation's capital demanding that abortion be kept safe and legal. in
one of the largest demonstrations our country has ever seen.
I was one of that 600,000. "Why?" you ask. What would possess a perfectly normal (okay.
relatively normal) UCF student to climb into a van and travel for 1 7 hours to attend a political
rally 900 miles away?
Well, on April 26, the Supreme Court will begin hearing a Missouri case that may be used
to severely restrict abortion. What possessed me was a deep concern that we may soon be
thrust back into the Dark Ages when women lacked control over their own lives and biology
was destiny; to a time when tens of thousands of women died each year from illegal abortions, and hundreds of thousands more were mutilated or rendered sterile.
The issue of religious freedom concerns me. as well. It is tantamount to fascism for the
religious belief of one minority group to be legislated as the Law of the Land, and
for people who believe otherwise (women and their doctors) to be persecuted and
treated as criminals.
The marchers gathered early at the Washington Monument. We made our
way through the mass in search of the Orlando National Orgaruzation for
Women.
Everyone carried signs and many people wore white. keeping with the tradition of the suffragettes. Our sign said, .. No More Coat Hangar Abortions"
and lbe Choice Must Remain the Woman's - Not the Gov't's" - both common
themes for the march.
We heard several inspiring speakers, including many legislators and Sarah
Weddington, a lawyer who won the Roe vs. Wade case in 1973, declaring abortion
be a Constitutional right.
By 12:30, the excitement was building.
Peter. Paul &Mary thrilled us with several moving songs, including, "Ifl HadA Hammer." If you think that's a mellow tune, you've never sung it with a few hundred
thousand other people before.
Finally, we got word the march would soon begin. Well, we waited and inched
toward the street. squeezing together.
Still, sardine-like, we waited. No one was moving.
After being delayed over an hour, the crawl - I mean, march - began. A
small group of anti-abortionists had trted to block our march path by laying
themselves down in front of tt. It took awhile to devise a route that did not
entail stepping on them.
It takes incredible nerve (or stupidity, or both) for 50 people to
think they can stop half a million people. We started moving. It
was finally happening!
Many people in the crowd wore coat
hangars (some on their heads!) as grim
reminders of the days before Roe. Signs
on hangars read, "Never Again"
or "For Clothes."
Some of the other signs that
daywere: ..ForcedMotherhoodls
Slavery," and "If Men Could Get
Pregnant. Abortion Would Be A
Sacrament."
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SEE MARCH PAGE 3
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'Disorganized Crime':

sam~old

crime story
MOVIE REVl~W

Calendar
.

• Shakespeare Festival

Sid Homan, professor of
English at the University of
Florida, and a visiting professor of Jilian University in the
People's Republic of China,
will present a free public lecture at 7:30 p.m., Aprtl 20 at
St. Luke's Episcopal Cathedral Great Hall, 130 N. Magnolia, Orlando. For information, call 423-6905.

•
•

• The Elephant Man

meaning to the film is for
some cheap laughs that get
tiring all to quickly.
The rhain problem with
Disorganized Crime is it's a
puzzle with more than a few
pieces missing. After arguing, Nick takes off with Carlos chasing him. Bothersome
cross-cutting from Nick to
Carlos to Frank slows the
Buena Vllta PlcturM Dlltr1butlon, Inc.
movie dOWil, if not putting it
Disorganized Crime, a new action comedy from the makers of Stakeout is the story of a bank in reverse. You keep wonderheist gone $our. lhe film opened nationwiOO April 14.
mg if these guys are ever
going to get together long
enough to rob a bank. This kind of plot
by Richard E. Karman
wouldn't be so bad if it was funny. Too
ERE WE HAVE YET another film that
bad it's not.
takes the art ofbankrobbing and
The two cops chasing Frank
tries to tum it into a comedy.
throughout the mOVie, not knowing
Disorganized Crime should be doing funny. Ray is the king of car boosting. that they're actually chasing the four
hard time. This time the only major Max is the seasoned veteran, and Nick is bank robbers, are insulting to my intelbank in a small Montana town is the the borderline alcoholic who is the only ligence. Feeble attempts at Keystone
Cop slap stick fails and their overtarget. The gang is made up of Carlos one who can open safes.
(Ruben Blades). Ray (Lou Diamond
The film begins With all four meeting usage of swearing to get laughs proves
Phillips). Max (Fred Gwynn), and Nick at a train station and then waiting for to be disturbing.
(William Russ). These characters are their gang leader, Frank, at his hideMovies that try to turn bank robberquite a collection. Carlos is a fast-talker out. Unbeknown to them, Frank has
and is the only one who is consistantly been arrested but escaped. His only
SEE MOVIE PAGE 6

Movies

H

Jordan finally hits pop;
.FYC's second is energetic

--

Albums

by John Citrone

• F1.ytng Home
Artist: Stanley Jordan
Producers: Stanley Jordan,
Preston Glass, and David
Conley

JORDAN HAS made
quite a name for himself
in the areas of blues and
'Contemporary jazz, but is yet
to take advantage of the pop
market. His third album,
Flying Home, may be the
album to do just that.
With the solo efforts of Joe
Satrtani (The Crush of wve,
Sach Boogie), instrumentals
are becoming more widely
accepted by pop music listeners. Hopefully, Jordan
can take advantage of this
new acceptance with Flying

S

TANIEY

Home.

The first song on side one,
entitled "Street Talk," is a
modern jazz piece. The
drums, although programmed, are sensitive to
the song's upbeat funk feel.
Jordan's inimitable style
adapts well to this new envi.
~

ronment of programmed instrumentation.
'Tropical Storm" and
"When Julia Smiles" follow
With two very contrasting
styles and arrangements.
"Tropical Storm" is a catchy
pop tune with a "hum-along" chorus. As a departure
from the pop feel, '"When
Julia Smiles" ts a soothing
ballad. The melody line is
simple and becomes a perfect
backdrop for Jordan's solo; a
tasteful combination of complex picking arrangements
and the two handed tapping
technique that Jordan has
perlected.
The highlight of side one
and possibly of the entire
album is a delicate rendition
of the Led zeppelin classic,
"Stanway to Heaven." The
familiar guitar arrangement
is flawlessly executed · by
Jordan. Unlike the previous
pieces, "StaiIWay" is performed . with live bass,
drums, and keyboard tracks
which truely bring the song
to life. The climax oftli.e song
is emphasized with a heavy
funk flare and a distorted
lead solo that would turn
Jimmy Page green with envy.
Side two is sprinkled with
pleasant contemporary jazz
and pop tunes. One praiseworthy perlormance is the
title cut "Flying Home." This
composition is remniscent of

• TOP TEN ALBUMS Week ending April 16, 1989
This //st Is complied by the number of albums, cassettes, and
CDs sold. Courtesy of PEACHES Music ond Video.

1. Sonic Temple

6. The Raw and The Cooked
Fine Young Cannibals
7. Traveling Wl/burys Vol. 1
Traveling Wllburys
8. Uke A Prayer
Madonna
9. Dancing With The Uon
Andreas Vollenwelder
10. Silhouette
Kenny G.

The Cult
2.860chesSound~ack

Various Arttsts

3. Melissa Etheridge
Melissa Etheridge

4. Guns 'n' Roses Ues
Guns 'n' Roses
5. Watermark
Enya

Jordan's earlier works in
that it is a complete solo
entity.
The loosely portrayed bass
line is played by Jordan's
fingertng hand while the
melody and lead line are
constructed by his picking
hand.
This harmonic combination creates a falling feeling
and brings the album to a
pleasant conclusion.
With Flying Home, Stanley
Jordon has managed to satisfy the pop culture and still
impress the die hard jazz
lovers.
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by Steven Conner
• The Raw & The Cooked

Artist: Fine Young Cannibals
Producers: Various
OMING our OF relative obscurity since their first
effort, the self-titled,
Fine Young CaTITTibal.s, and
some soundtrack contributions, FYC present their energetic second album, The

C

Raw & The Cooked.
The Raw & The Cooked

combines the 50s/60s influenced sound of the
Cannibal's LP with explosive
Minneapolis funk to create a
record that is enjoyable to
listen to whether in your car
or on the dance floor.
Led off by the infectious ·
first single, "She Drives Me
Crazy," the album satisfies
on all levels.
The ears can't help but
appreciate t}le variety of instruments that approach

SEE ALBUMS PAGE 3

The Seminole Community
College Fine Arts Theatre will
present
Bernard
Pomerance's 1he Elephant
Man. Based on the life ofJohn
Merrick. the victim of a severe
disftgurtng disorder, the play
is a study of human dignity
and perseverance. The performance will begin at 8 p.m.
on April 21 and 22. General
admission is $6 and $5 for
students and senior citizens.
For more information call the
box office at (407) 323-1450.

.,

• Enzlan Theatre

The Enzian Theatre in Maitland will be presenting the
critically acclaimed films,
Red Sorghum and Mwnuu Of
The Heart. through April 30.
The 1988 film, RedSorghwn.
won the Golden Bear Award
at the 1988 Berlin Film Festival and was the closing night
film for the 1988 New York
Film Festival. Murmur Of The
Heart was released in 1971
and is viewed as ..one of the 10
best films of the 1970's" by
Time Magazine. For information on ticket prices and
show-times call the Enzian
box office .

"

• Wizard of Oz
An Arena version of 'The Wizard ofOz will be presented at
7:30 p.m. April 20-22 at the
Orlando Arena. The show is
in celebration of the 50th
Anniversary of The Wizard of
Oz. Tickets range in price
from$8.50 - $15 and are
available at all TtcketMaster
locations.

• Me and My Girl
The critically heralded broadway musical, "Me and My
Girl," will be showing at 8
p.m. April 25-30 at the Bob
Carr Performing Arts Centre.
For general and ticket information, call the Centre.

• The Diviners
"The DM.ners," a haunting
play concerning retardation.
opens tonight at Winter Park
High School. For more information call 644-6921.
~
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HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10:00am-6:00pm
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
(Across from UCF)

281•6488

&ta ICNkin

An estimated 300,000 activists for the pro-choice march converged on the nation's capital
April 9 to show their support for pro-choice legislation.

MARCH FROM PAGE 1

HOT COLORS, HOT STYLES
CREATE YOUR QWN_LOOK FOR THE SUMMER OF '89
CIASSIC BIKINIS, IITY BfITYS, BRAZlllANS
AND MUCH MORE
IF IT CATCHES YOUR~ IT'S PROBABLY
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10%
DISCOUNT
FOR UCF
STUDENTS

On the comer of University and
Goldenrod in the K-Mart Plaza

-----NEAR

Many signs said, "Pro Choice Is Pro Life,"
meaning that illegaliztng abortion barely affects the number of abortions performed; it
only results in many dead women. Many
read things like ..Pro Choice Is Pro Family."
One cute little girl's sign. almost her size. said
"Every Child Deserves To Be A Wanted
Child ... One radical sign stated "George
Bush's Mother Didn't Have A Choice." Harsh
or not. that sign got a lot of !~ughs.
A message from one marcher to fundamentalist Senator Jesse Hehns said, "Hey,
Jesse! I'm from NC and I'm Pro-Choice!"
Surprisingly. many religious groups
marched to support a woman's right to an
abortion.
"Mormons For Free Choice, ..
"Catholics For Free Choice" and many from
the Religious Coalition for Abort.ion Rights
proved the poJnt that not all religious people
oppose thiS basic light.
Our messages weren't only visual. We
sang, we laughed. we yelled. and we chanted.
"Our bodies, our lives, our right to decide,"
and MSeparate Church and State! Women

Must Decide Their Fate," were popular
chants of the day.
Some of our chants were directed to our
opposition, like "You're Racist, Sexist, AntiGay! Operation Rescue Go Away!" and. my
personal favorite, "Right to Life. It's A Lle!
They Don't Care If Women Die!"
Once at the Capitol, we heard Jesse
Jackson and Gloria Steinem. who asked "Is
the Supreme Court going to affirm that
women are full citizens and not property. or
is the Supreme Court the captive of the
extreme right wing?"
Jackson urged us to "March on!" and said
that none of us are truly free or equal. u1ltil
we all are. Another speaker explained that we
are not pro-abortion - no one is. We are proclwice. For every woman to have the right to
.make that personal decison for herself, and
to preserve religious freedom for all Americans - we marched.
The April 9 march was one of the most
movt.ng experiences ofmy life. It was empowering, inspiring and noble. I wish you could
have been there. But, don't worry. We
marched for you. too.

Don't Drink and Drive

ALBUMS FROM PAGE 2

them. The mind is easily
satisfied with the intelligent
__Jl-!::======~====:;===========~ lyrics of"TellMe What" or the
somber "As Hard As It Is."
And . finally the body can't
resist the urge to move to
"Ever Fallen In Love," 'Tm
Not Satisfied," or "It's Ok (It's
Are you lonely?
Alright)."
Are you looking for that The LP contains tracks to
satisfy tastes other than the
perfect date?
fans of Minneapolis funk.
For those who appreciate
Take out a
electric rock, there's "Don't
Lonely Heart
Look Back." A track that
could
easily be covered by the
in the
Stones on their upcoming
Classifieds
Fall tour, "Don't Look Back"
combines electric guitar,
The best authentic Chinese
and have your dreams tambourine and grttty vocals
Restaurant on the east side of town!
to create great driving music.
come true!
Jazz lovers will take to
BIGGEST PORTIONS - LOWEST PRICES!!
"Good Thing" and "Tell Me
What." The harmonizmg vocals and the simple accompaniment only help to accent
the sultry drive of singer
Roland Gift's vocals.
The Raw & The Cooked is
already a succes~ based on
it's chart action thus far. but
don't look for it to fade
·quickly, this one is here to
Private Parties to Accomodate 35
stay. ·
reservations suggested
UCF
ATHLETIC AVENUE-----

_____________________

l(£N

~-A~O£N

CHINESE RESTAURANT
featuring:

Cantonese, Mandarin, Szechuan & Hunan

lr••tllll!l.liill!I
STUDENT MEAL PLAN AVAILABLE

281-1864

.

11786 East Colonial Drive
- Alafaya Village • Orlando, Fl
M-F: 11 :00-10:00 • S & S: 11 :30-10:00 P.M.
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COMING UP
Next Week Confetti
interviews a porn star.

4. Confetti. April 20, 1989
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End of the Year
®

·MAY10
10 am-1~ pm

DoN'T Miss

THE

BoAT...

Only $44°
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Tickets available at the KIOSK

Deadline: Tom.orrow"!
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.'The Elephant Man' a visual drama
by Diana E. Della Costa

"Which
came first, the chicken
or the egg," can be
applied to theatre and drama
as well. History tells us that
mankind gestured first, then
spoke; thus, showing came
before telling. Drama evolved
later.
A playwrtght who knows
his craft will relate to an
audience with visuals that
transform into words. Bernard Pomerance displays
this talent in The Elephant
Man, the stocy of an Englishman - John Merrick who was
in a London hospital under
the care of Dr. Frederick
Treves from 1884- 1890.
The play revolves aroun d
how Merrick's physical deformities led h im to live most
of his life as a circu s sideshow freak while struggling
with the illusion of being like
normal people. However,
once the spirit is broken,
Merrick chooses to end his
life.
Paul Wegman's portrayal
of this character required
him to look deep down inside
of himself and pull out those
qualities that would exemplify Merrick's life of being
child-lJke and naive, as well
as spiritually tough . He does
so with grace and ease especially since the part was written to be portrayed without
the use of make-up.
The audience sees the

T

MEMO
TO: OUR FRIENDS
AND NEIGHBORS
FROM: PIZZA HUT®
DELIVERY
SUBJECT: DELIVERY DRIVERS
NEEDED
Full-time and Part-time available
Your response to our delivery service has
been overwhelming. Because of your terrific
response we are now in need of several
qualified drivers. We offer:
. • Competitive hourly wages
• Reimbursement for each delivery (for
- using your own vehicle)
• Employee discount
• Free uniform
• Complete training
To qualify applicants need:
• to be 18 years or older
• to have a reliable insured vehicle to drive
• to have a good driving record
• to have a valid driver's license
• to be enthusiastic, energetic, and
personable
• to be flexible
APPlY IN PERSON

SEMORAN MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
1080Woodcock Road, Suite 21 0
Orlando, Florida 32803

HE OLD PREMISE,

Paul Wegman stars as the disfigured tifle character in Semi·
noleCommunity Cotlege's presentation of The Elephant Man.

CONFETTI PLAYBILL

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER -M/F

SEE THEATRE PAGE 7

... you know it's Goodings !
OF

GOODINGS COUPONN

---------------:....r.~~

UNIVERSITY & GOLDENROD

FREE

I
I
COKE·OR DIET COKE 2-LITER I
WITH PURCHASE OF

I

8 pc. BOX FRIED CHICKEN AT $3.99

:

WINTER PARK

ORANGE COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY AND I
GOODINGS UNIVERSITY PROUDLY PRESENTSI

ADOPT A PET DAV!!
SATURDAY MAY 13, 1989

9:00 am - 7:00 pm.
A GREAT IDEA FOR MOTHERS DAY

GOODINGS COUPON
BUD WISER

& BUD LIGHT

LONG NECKS

$2 99
•

SIX PK. 12 oz.
MUST BE REDEEMED IN GOODING'S UNIVERSITY DELI DEPARTMENT

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

PASSOVER
OUR STORE 1.S WELL STOCKED
WITH KOSHER .FOODS FOR
PASSOVER

DOUBLE COUPONS
SEE STORE FOR DETAILS

OPE.N

24 HOURS

Prices & Items Effective April 201h Thru April 261h 1989

WINTER PARK
Unlvershy & Goldenrod
677·4500

(Quantity Rights Reserved)
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dramatics along with some beautiful cinematography makes it a pleasure to watch once a month.

MOVIES FROM PAGE 2
ies into comedies are definitely a tall order to fill.
Crackers, a 1984 comedy that starred Donald
Sutherland, Sean Penn, and Jack Warden as
safecrackers was painful to watch. The talents of
all these actors couldn't save such a dreadful film.
Even worse was the recent Three Fugitives that
starred Nick Nolte and Martin Short and is the
worst bank robbery film to date.
Mixing comedy with a felony is tough, but not
impossible. The perlect example is Dog Day Ajt.ern~ which starred Al Pacino - as a gay man
robbing a ·bank with a friend. Another bank robbing film is the classic But.ch casstdy and the
Sundance Kid starring Paul Newman and Robert
Redford. It uses highly comic scenes with serious

KARMAN

1

s V10Eo P1cK

•

LAX!
Los Ange/es

Phoenlt

Denver

199 roundtr1p

$99 roundlnp

• $99 rou11dtrip

.

SEAm MIA 1
..

Chic.ago

$99 roundtrip

ea/tie

199 round/rip

1ifiami

199 rou11dtrip

Aspecial offer for students,

-

only for American Express~cardmembers.
If you want to go places, it's time for the American
Express* Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyfor f u/1-time
students who r;a,rry the Americ,a.n Express Card
Travel privileges that offer:
.~
7Wo $99 roundtrip tickets- fly to many of
NORTHWEST the more than 180 cities served by NorthAl RLl NES west in the contiguous 48 United States.
LOOK 10 us
Only one ticket may be used per sixmonth period.
SpecialQuarterly NorthuxJst Destination Dismunts
throughout 1989- up to 25% off most available fares.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS®
free travel program- where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada- upon

enrollment through this special tudent offer.
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal seIYice you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card."'
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. ju t call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you're still in
school.
Apply now. Fly later '
- for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-94,2-AMEX.
*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be pu rchased within 24 hou rs after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be
made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed bycertificate expiration date and may not be available between
~ cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50) , Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00).
11t
SERVICES Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call !-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automaticallyreceive two $99 vouchers in the
...,, Amencan e.p<.... company
mail. © 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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who befriends. the Elephant Man.
James Zelley cunningly plays a dual role
twisted and distorted figure of Merrick being as the pious bishop who looks after
dragged across the room, the agony of hurt in Merrick's salvation and as his gruff and evil
his eyes and the pleasure of his smile.
custodian until Treves takes over.
At one point in the production Wegman
The chemistry that flows from actor to
comes out of character to participate in the actor, which makes any play a success, is
doctor's dream. He makes his transformation due to the cast's acting talent and ability, in
back to Me:rrick as smoothly as a revolving addition to the direction by the well-seadoor.
soned Sara Z. Daspin.
In essence what unfolds on the footway is
The simplicity of the stage setting of a bed
the chronicle of humankind being an inde- and table on hard wood floors, add to the
pendent and free spirit not fitting into bareness of Merrick's existence. And the
society's mold.
showing of original hospital slides helps to
Pomerances's parable is further advanced increase the intensity to the scene where the
With the interaction of Frederick Treves, the doctor was explaining his patient's physical
young surgeon who takes charge of Merrick's condition to his colleagues.
last six years of life while living at
The only flaw in the production could be
Whitechapel. Brett Rice nicely plays Treves as noted in the rushed delivery of a few on
the consexvative, unliberated doctorwho lives stage.
by the rules and never wavers from them.
Despite this, the author's prose was effecJim Sayers . convincingly plays Carr- tively brought forth and theatre goers were
Gomm, Treve's superior, and Denise Gillman easily caught up in the dramatic action of
literally brings to life Mrs. Kendall, an actress the play.

THEATRE FROM PAGE 5

~rewe're
lol~ngtalking about

The Wedding of Your Dreams Starts at Brenner's

RUBBERS.

abootcondoms.
And
AIDS.
If }OU're not sharing needles with infected drug users, there's one
other way you can get AIDS, and that's sex.
Because when passed into the bloodstream by semen, anybody is
\l\Jlnerable lo the virus. ·
There are no vaccines against AIDS. There are no cures for il And
if you gel it, you 'II likely die.
So if you choose lo have sex, be sure lo carry condoms and tell
}Ollr partner to use them.
And if he says no, so can )OU.
Let's race it, if a woman doesn~ look out for herself,
how can she be sure anyone else will?

• Free Layaway
• Bridals
• Brides Maids
•Parties

•Mothers' Gowns
•Guest Dresses
•Banquets
•Sizes 3-26 1/2

Special order from all Bridal magazines or choose from
in-stock gowns with no waiting. Central Florida's
reliable wedding tradition for 48 years.

AIDS
----HYQn thinkyoucan'tgetit,

Call today for an appointment.

you're dead wrflng.

l'llK INl-"OllMATION (J\1.1. nee: CAMl'llS COllNSEl.OH ·: NOllTll; HAY GOV•:K
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Brenner's .Fashion Square

Brenner's Florida Mall

898-6122

855-7555

...

UNIVERSnY

-

BOOKSTORE
•

BRING YOUR TEXTBOOKS & l.D. •••
IT'S TIME AGAIN FOR
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE'S

BOO.K 'BUY-BACK
APRIL24 TH_ MAY 5 TH
APRIL

•

M 24
T 25
w 26
T 27
F 28

STORE H 0 URS

- 8:30 - 7:00
- 8:30 - 7:00
- 8:30 - 5:00
- 8:30 - 5:00
- 8:30 - 5:00

MAY

8:30 - 7:00
T 2 - 8:30 - 7:00
8:30 - 5:00
W3
T 4 - 8:30- 5:00
F 5
8:30 - 5:00
M 1
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Only $25.00
Available in Student Center, Roont 219
Thursday, 12:00 ~ 4:30 p.tn.
Weekdays, 9:00 a.in. - 4:30 p.tn.

TAKE A BREAK FROM •••

FINALS STRESS.
.STUDENT CENTER CALENDAR
FILM:
APRIL 23&24

MOVIE:
Decline of the
Western Civilization .

~~!~
- P~N,1 No.body Listened
1

B:OOpm
~

PART 2: THE METAL YEARS

l' Student Center Auditorium

.t

.....~,~, 1'r~p:=:.

NOBODYLISTENED~

APRIL 20

•

SAC

8:00pm

SAC
8:00pm ·

'I

~~Movie:

COMING.
ACOUSTIC GUITAR
TO
·All Your Favorites AMERICA
9:00Pm

~

SAC · . APRIL

27

APRIL 29&30
SATURDAY:

11am,1pm,3pm
.
\

.s·uNDAY:

7pm and 9pm

"

